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“We live at a privileged time in history when the meanings of life, death, and consciousness are being 
transformed. The old morbid, materialistic view, that all that is ‘you’ is annihilated with the death of 
the brain and body, does not fit with facts. A major element in this re-thinking is near-death 
experiences, which around 15 million Americans say they have experienced. The emerging evidence 
shows that human consciousness is infinite in space and time, without boundaries, therefore eternal, 
immortal, and unitary. Having passed through the eye of this needle — the near-death experience is 
only one way, but a potent one — there is no turning back; one’s life is utterly transformed 
thereafter, often in dramatic ways. Debra Diamond’s Life After Near Death is an inspiring look at 
how these transformative experiences manifest in the lives of ordinary humans. She shows why our 
customary views of our origins and destiny must be reimagined. Nothing is more important.” 

— LARRY DOSSEY, MD, author of One Mind: How Our Individual Mind Is Part of a Greater 
Consciousness and Why It Matters 
 
 
Debra Diamond gradually and totally changed her personal ideas about life and death after she 
decided to delve into the essential nature of what happens in an NDE and its after-effects. Starting as 
a hard-nosed business woman, and using her new-found intuitive qualities, she ended up going 
much farther and investigating the mysteries of consciousness, the nature of “the life to come” and 
the life force that exists in all of us. In this wonderful book she describes her personal journey by 
writing about the impressive interviews she had with people who had an NDE in the past, and who 
told her about their permanent, overwhelming and inescapable psychological, spiritual and physical 
transformation following their NDE. Their lives changed in ways they were not prepared for. One of 
her main conclusions: the NDE is the gateway to infinity, a connection to everybody and everything. 
Consciousness is our essence, beyond time and space, and once we leave this earth, we exist as pure 
‘nonlocal’ consciousness. Highly recommended. 

— PIM VAN LOMMEL, CARDIOLOGIST, author of ‘Consciousness beyond Life’. 
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You won’t want to miss this exceptional book! Debra Diamond is uniquely qualified. She was a high 
powered Wall Street money manager who walked away to pursue a life of spirituality and purpose. 
Her book she investigates an aspect of near-death experiences that is infrequently discussed, yet 
vitally important: the aftereffects. This book is scholarly in content, yet easy and delightful to read. 
This highly recommended book contains a treasure trove of wisdom that is powerful, inspiring, and 
could change your life. 

— JEFFREY LONG, MD, author of the New York Times bestselling Evidence of the Afterlife: The 
Science of Near-Death Experiences. 
 


